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1.INTRODUCTION 
Seaborne trade is of the main component in the in-
ternational trading since it holds the over 80 per cent 
and more than 70 per cent of world merchandise 
trade by volume and its value respectively 
(UNCTAD, 2017). 
In the history of maritime industry development, 
containerization is fast becoming a key instrument in 
liner shipping. The most of the world’s seaborne 
containerized shipping is operated in liner shipping. 
This liner shipping is carried by variety capacity of 
special designed seagoing vessels that can carry over 
tens of thousands of containers on regular advertised 
schedules between ports (Tierney,2015).  
For last few decades, the size of container vessels 
has increased continuously exceeding over 21,000 
Twenty Foot Equivalent Units (TEUs). This increase 
provides the advantage in reducing the vessel run-
ning costs. Along with this growth in vessel capaci-
ty, however, some serious challenges have been en-
countered in operating these vessels.   
Container ship stowage planning(CSSP) in ship-
ping industry generally known as Master Bay Plan 
Problem can be counted the one of the serious chal-
lenges needed to cope with because it is literally 
seen a NP-hard problem (non-deterministic polyno-
mial-time). Hence, to generate well-conceived stow-
age plan for container vessel is not straightforward 
and carried out by human planners.  
Stowing containers on the vessel is restricted in a 
last-in first-out method. Considering the huge num-
ber of varied containers carried, the sequence of 
ports visited, stability and the other restrictions, sev-
eral containers in subsequent ports are temporarily 
unloaded and reloaded on a multiport voyage. This 
is called re-handle which causes the increase in ves-
sel turnaround time and port expenses. 
The last few decades, there has been an increas-
ing amount of literature on this subject. Different 
methodologies exist in the literature regarding opti-
mization of container ship stowage plan. Up to now, 
a number of studies have attempted to deal with the 
CSSP implementing different algorithms.  
Avriel & Penn (1993) suggest a 0-1 binary linear 
programming formulation that aim to minimize the 
number of shiftings from stowage planning. For this 
problem, while the vessel stability constraint is not 
considered, the number of ports to be visited and the 
number of containers to be shipped are determined 
in advance. The GAMS software is used to imple-
ment the model. 
An analysis and discussion on the subject of 
stowage plan for small vessel running in short sea 
shipping is presented by Martins et. al. (2009) using 
and comparing two different approaches that are Mi-
crosoft Excel Solver and GA. 
Liang et. al. (2016) present a new optimization 
approach named Social Network-based Swarm Op-
timization Algorithm(SNSO) in order to able to deal 
with the slot planning problem of container vessel 
bays. 
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Cohen et al. (2017), in their paper, divide the 
CSSP in two phases which are master bay planning 
phase and slot planning phase respectively. Firstly, 
master bay plan phase deals with container distribu-
tion to each bay. Secondly, slot planning phase ar-
range specific slot for each container assigned to 
each bay in first phase. The authors utilise a GA ap-
proach solve the problem in this study. 
In Nikos’s thesis (2017), it is adopted a GA ap-
proach to produce a feasible CSP strategy in order to 
provide accuracy result and low computational time. 
The problem covers some constraints such as, the 
moment between form bow and stern sections, the 
maximum weight of stack, heel righting moment and 
also the vessel sails in full loading condition during 
the voyage. 
The aim of this study is to find the optimal ap-
propriate solution in terms of container location as-
signment on board container vessel. Herein, three 
different algorithms are deployed by MatLab soft-
ware to assign containers into cells on container ves-
sel. 
The overall structure of the paper takes the form 
of four sections. The second section explains the 
problem statement. The third section gives briefly 
three different algorithms to be deployed in the 
problem. The final section compares the results and 
the performance obtained from the algorithms and 
concludes with authors’ final remarks.	
2	PROBLEM	DESCRIPTION	
In this section, we describe not only the representa-
tive problem with variables, constraints and but also 
the methodology which is followed for the problem 
solution. 
The present study was designed to reduce the 
containers moves throughout the vessel sailing. So 
that, unnecessary expenses will be able to drop from 
undesired containers moves.  
For this problem, we will introduce the formula 
generated by ourselves to calculate the cost value 
from the number of moves occurred at every port. 
The formula is as follows, 
 
Where; 
C is cost of total containers movement, 
Ncol is the number of column 
Nrow is the number of rows 
x kj is 1 if the  ;  0 otherwise 
Let us give a simple example to understand the 
calculation of the cost by using different container 
stowing figurations, looking the given the data in the 
table 1 and assume that refrigerated containers (reef-
ers) can be placed only across last two bottom rows 
(one of the constraints) where are near power plugs. 	
Ports of Destination (n) 1 2 3 4 
Refrigerated Containers   2 2 2 2 
Total Containers Quantity 4 4 4 4 
Table 1.  container distribution for each port with reefers 
R= Refrigerated Containers (Reefer) 
n= Port of destination 
The given containers data on the table 1 with their 
own destination are placed to slots as in the Table 2 
below.  As seen on the table 2, the containers are so 
distributed that no need the shifting throughout its 
journey. In other words, there would not be addi-
tional cost. Hence, the optimum cost function value 
is 32. 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
R1 R2 R3 R4 
R1 R2 R3 R4 
Table 2.  possible stowage plan as an example 
On the other hand, if the containers in table 2 are 
allocated as in Table 3, the new optimum cost func-
tion value increases to 40 because compulsory shift-
ing has to be executed in table 3. 
1 2 3 4 
2 1 3 4 
R1 R2 R3 R4 
R1 R2 R3 R4 
Table 3. possible stowage plan in different condition 
Similarly, if the containers in Table 2 are allocat-
ed to slots as the table 4 the updated cost function 
value will be 44 because more compulsory shifting 
has to be executed in table 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
R1 R2 R3 R4 
R2 R1 R3 R4 
Table 4. possible stowage plan to data in table1 
The reason for this cost difference between tables 
above is the sequence of the containers into the cells. 
Even if solving this problem is straightforward 
manually because of small number of containers car-
ried, to find the optimal solution for the huge num-
ber of container stowage problem cannot be easy 
like the examples above. As it seen, in the example 
above the numbers of the variables (containers) are 
16. However, in our problem the number of varia-
bles (containers) to be used is much larger. There-
fore, Hill-climbing, Genetic, Simulated Annealing 
algorithms techniques are implemented to be able to 
solve our problem.   
This problem model is built under these assump-
tions; 
• The number of containers carried and their desti-
nation port are known 
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• The bay layout is known including rows and col-
umns, also considering that the whole vessel consist-
ing of one bay. 
• Each discharging container at a container terminal 
must be replaced by other container in the same slot 
at the same container terminal. That is, container 
vessel must be operated full capacity during 
throughout its journey 
• Each container loading and discharging movement 
total cost 2 units 
• Slots can be occupied by only one container.  
• Two types and same size (40’ long) containers can 
be loaded and unloaded  
• Refrigerated containers cannot be assigned in non-
reefer slots.  
• Stability, hatch cover and containers’ weight are 
ignored  
For our problem, a container vessel consists of a 
single bay with fifteen columns of ten rows (15x10) 
and 150 containers (variables) and refrigerated con-
tainers (reefers) can be placed only across the last 4 
bottom rows where power plugs exist. Also, the 
number of vessel calling ports are (P) =5.  
Every slot from S1 to S150 has to be filled and 
the slots assigned for refrigerated containers are 
must be filled only by refrigerated containers.	
Ports of Destination	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	
Refrigerated Containers 
(Reefer)	 11	 13	 7	 15	 14	
Total Containers Quantity	 23	 31	 37	 26	 33	
Table 5: container distribution according to the ports 
The data in table 5 was generated and distributed 
randomly to the 5 destination ports.	
For the problem solution, it will be benefit from 
three different algorithms. Our objective function is 
represented by the cost function which helps to cal-
culate total container moves for whole journey	
3 THE OPTIMIZATION METHODS FOR THE 
PROBLEM SOLUTION 
Optimization is a way of finding optimal solution of 
the problem. The optimal solution is sought for in 
the whole solution space. For the problem in this 
study, three different algorithms, GA, SA, Hill-
climbing Algorithm are proposed to minimize the 
number of shifting) operation. 
3.1 Hill Climbing Algorithm 
Hill climbing, our first optimization method imple-
menting in this problem, carries out a loop where the 
currently known best solution state p* is employed 
to generate one new state pnew. Then, these two states 
are compared. If the new state is better than previous 
one, the new state replaces it and becomes the best 
solution. Afterwards, this process stars all over 
again. On the other hand, it can be faced the problem 
which happens premature convergence which results 
in stopping the algorithm process while it runs. In 
other words, the algorithm reaches an impasse easily 
on a local optimum and gets stuck.( Weis, 2009. )  
 
 
Figure1. Hill climbing algorithm flow chart 
 
Table 6. results from the use of different parameter in Hill-
climbing 
As shown in table 7, the different parameters 
were employed in Hill Climbing. With increasing it-
eration number, the computational time increases 
and so the best solution is also obtained.  
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Variable Iteration Best Cost Value Time(min) 
150 10 398 5.2 
150 50 374 26.4 
150 100 374 54.6 
150 200 370 113.5 
150 300 372 169.0 
150 400 378 216.8 
150 500 374 281.1 
150 1000 370 526.1 
150 2000 370 1063.6 
	
 
Figure 2. Simulation result of the Hill Climbing method. Total 
processing time is 113.5 minute and best cost function value is 
370.  
 
Table7. outline of container distribution in a bay after using 
Hill Climbing 
It can be seen in Figure 2 that Hill Climbing cal-
culated the best cost function value as 370 in 113.5 
minute. As shown in Table 7, the numbers in the 
slots represent destination port for that slot’s con-
tainer after Hill Climbing method implementation. 
 
3.2 Problem Solution using Genetic Algorithm 
Gas applied as a successful computational method in 
optimization of mathematical complex problems are 
biologically inspired by the basic principles of natu-
ral selection and evolution. 
In the point of theoretical steps of GAs; 
1) A random initial population(chromosomes) is 
generated Calculate the fitness function of the gen-
erated population 
2) Compere the fitness function with the existing cri-
teria in the problem 
a) If criteria are met, stop it 
b) If criteria are not met, go next step 
 3)  Choose elite member looking the best fitness 
value 
4)  Produce offsprings applying crossover and then 
mutation 
5)  Replace the new generation with the current gen-
eration 
6) Go to step 2 and 3 respectively 
 
Figure 3. Genetic algorithm flow chart 
Initial inputs (chromosome encoding) required for 
the population in this problem are considered as 
same size of the number of containers which repre-
sents our variables.  Each generation has a certain 
amount of population size. The proper solution 
space searching is directly proportional with the 
number of population however; the computational 
time is inversely proportional with the number of 
population. 
The number of repetition crucial parameter for 
finding the optimal solution is defined as the number 
of generations based on the information in Matlab 
options. This repetition number is, in practice, 
100*Number of variables. However, in this problem 
the number of generation is taken 10000 because of 
increasing the computational time. The problem re-
sult to Genetic Algorithm is as follows  
 
Table 8.  results from the use of different parameter in GA 
As shown in table 8, the different parameters 
were used in GA. With increasing iteration number, 
the computational time increases and so the best so-
lution is also obtained.  
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Variable Iteration Population Size Elite Count 
Best Cost 
Value Time(Min) 
150 1000 500 25 404 1.8 
150 1000 1000 50 396 3.1 
150 2000 500 25 406 4.4 
150 2000 1000 50 416 7 
150 3000 500 25 402 7.4 
150 3000 1000 50 398 10.9 
150 5000 500 25 390 15.3 
150 5000 1000 50 420 21.5 
150 10000 500 25 406 48.2 
150 10000 1000 50 378 60.5 
	
  
Figure 4. Simulation result of the GA method. Total processing 
time is 60.5 minute and best cost function value is 378.  
 
Table 9.  outline of container distribution in a bay after using 
GA 
It can be seen in Figure 4 that GA calculated the 
best cost function value as 378 in 60.5 minute. As 
shown in Table 9, the numbers in the slots represent 
destination port for that slot’s container after GA 
method implementation. 
3.3 Problem Solution using Simulated Annealing Al-
gorithm 
For this problem, the last possible experimental 
way of finding optimal solution is SA. The study of 
SA was first carried out by Kirkpatric et. al. (1983). 
To begin SA process, a random trial point gener-
ates and then it calculates. In the meantime, the ini-
tial value of temperature which is crucial parameter 
is assigned for the problem to be optimised. After-
wards, according to a probability distribution with a 
scale based on the current temperature, the distance 
of the trial point is chosen from the current point. 
The trial point distance distribution is set as a func-
tion with the AnnealingFcn option. The trial point 
can be changed via SA, if needed, to be able to stay 
within bounds. Then, the algorithm compares the 
new point with the current point which one is better 
or worse. If the new point is better, the new point is 
accepted and used as a next point. If not, again the 
next point is generated using the worse point de-
pending on an acceptance function 
If the new point is better than the current point, 
the new point is used as a next point, otherwise the 
SA tries to create the next point using the worse 
point depending on an acceptance function (proba-
bility base). Then, the temperature is dropped sys-
tematically via the SA algorithm, recording the best 
point obtained so far. The algorithm used the speci-
fied the function by TemperatureFcn option to up-
date the temperature. The annealing parameter re-
main stable same as the iteration number till 
reannealing.  
After Simulannealbnd accepts ReannealInter-
val points, it reanneals. To reduce values than the it-
eration number Reannealing arranges the annealing 
parameters, hence the temperature increases in each 
dimension. Also, the estimated gradients of the ob-
jective function values in each dimension describes 
the annealing parameters.  
 Once the average change in the objective func-
tion is small relative to FunctionTolerance, the SA 
algorithm terminates or when it satisfies any other 
stopping conditions (MathWorks, 2017). 
 
Figure 5. Simulated annealing algorithm flow chart 
The problem results to Simulated Annealing Al-
gorithm is as follows;  
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Table 10.  results from the use of different parameter in SA 
As shown in table 5, the different parameters 
were used in SA. With increasing iteration number 
the computational time increases and so the best so-
lution is also obtained. 
 
 
Figure 6. Simulation result of the SA method. Total processing 
time is around 7 minutes and best cost function value is 370. 
 
Table 11.  outline of container distribution in a bay after using 
SA Algorithm 
It can be seen in Figure 6 that SA calculated the 
best cost function value as 370 in around 7 minutes. 
As shown in Table 11, the numbers in the slots rep-
resent destination port for that slot’s container after 
SA method implementation.  
Importantly, the best scenario to our problem da-
ta, the cost value would be 300 if whole container 
was travelled to the same destination. So, the results 
gained from three algorithms show that  there is no 
huge differences between them on the other hand  
this situation is not seen for the computational time. 
4 CONCLUSION 
The aim of the present research was to find the op-
timal solution for container stowing onboard a con-
tainer vessel. To solve this problem, the study set out 
to implement three different algorithms that are Ge-
netic, Simulated Annealing, Hill Climbing. The ob-
tained results from these methodologies indicate that 
there is no significant difference between these algo-
rithms’ results. However, a comparison of the three 
algorithm results reveals that each computational 
time are significantly different form each other to 
cover the best solution.  SA, GA and Hill Climbing 
covered their best solutions in almost 7, around 60 
minutes and around 449 minutes respectively. Over-
all, these results indicate that SA algorithm is better 
and faster than the Hill Climbing and GA because of 
their working principles even if the results gained 
from them are quite close to each other. 
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